
        04: The Least Upper Bound Property



· Defined order

arthmetic "+","x"

Also, I contains A as a subfield.
Associate to GEA, the cut g*= SWED:r<g3.
Check:f: R -> IR preserve +, X,

qi> q*
Then D=584:8ERY is a subfield of IR.

Atice:length "E"sets in IR

as v =G:g 2 or q <0]

check, use def of X, that v= 2*

· IR has the least upper bound property!
If Ais collection of cuts with usb. B.
let 2 =UE2: 2EAB, a subset of R.

Check:V is a t &V = sup A
↑

nontrir (bdd).
closed down, no largest number.

W is an als clearly, since I contains all LEA.
·V is least upper bound since of 8<5, EcceUS

Then it some 2 &A, not in 8, so I is not an ub.



I:R is an ordered field, extend A, has lub property.

#CT:IR is only ordered field with the lub property.

Consequence:length"" =sup41, 1.4, 1.41, 114, 1.4147, ... 3
= 1.4147...

More generally, asup 9r:r" > as

GREASTEST LONEST BOUND (g1b) or INFIMUM, write intA

=XSof LUB PROP.

· Archimedean prop of IR.
If x, y GIR, x 30, then I positive integer a s.t.

nx > y.

Equir:If xxo, I neN s.t. <.

proof: A =[nx:nEN)
s by contradiction)
IfAwere bounded by y (e.g. mxsy, FneN1

So A has an lub, call it 2.

Then 2-X is notu.b. for A.

hence 2 - x< mxfor some me/

So d <cm+1) x xx is an upper bound for A.



· thm:Between X, y GRR, xsy.
IGG&sit. x <q<y.

2A is dense in IR]

prof:choose a st.<y-x
consider multiples of it, these are unbounded.

choose first multiple st. X.
Claim cy. If not, then X andY.

Butthese imply -y-X.A.

PROPERTIES of SUP:

(a) is an u.b. for A supA=r.
(b). FacA, as =>supA=U.
(c) F a cA, a<U ->supA= U.
(d) < supA =>I a cAs.t. r< a supA.
(e) If AcB, then supA sup B

IfTo show supA_supB
one strategy:show FaGA, IbEB s.t. ab

Thus supA[supB.


